
TIME MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY TIME

5:00 AM The Animal House
Fresh Air 
Weekend

5:00 AM

6:00 AM Marketplace 
Money

Inside Europe 6:00 AM

7:00 AM Only A Game Prime Time Radio 7:00 AM

8:00 AM 8:00 AM

9:00 AM 9:00 AM

10:00 AM Car Talk 10:00 AM

11:00 AM Wait, Wait… 
Don't Tell Me!

Studio 360 11:00 AM

NOON Says You! NOON

1:00 PM This American 
Life

1:00 PM

2:00 PM Day 6
The Splendid 
Table

2:00 PM

3:00 PM On The Media Radiolab 3:00 PM

4:00 PM Campbell 
Conversations

4:00 PM

4:30 PM Earth Eats 4:30 PM

5:00 PM All Things 
Considered

The State We're 
In

5:00 PM

6:00 PM 6:00 PM

6:30 PM Campbell 
Conversations

6:30 PM

7:00 PM Big Picture 
Science

7:00 PM

8:00 PM The Moth Sound Medicine 8:00 PM

9:00 PM 9:00 PM

9:30 PM 9:30 PM

10:00 PM Selected Shorts
TOTN: Science 
Friday

10:00 PM

11:00 PM 11:00 PM

MIDNIGHT MIDNIGHT

1:00 AM 1:00 AM

2:00 AM 2:00 AM

3:00 AM 3:00 AM

4:00 AM 4:00 AM

The Diane Rehm Show

Call In: 1-800-433-8850

Talk of the Nation

Call In: 1-800-989-8255

Fresh Air

Tell Me More

All Things Considered

Weekend Edition

A Prairie Home 
Companion

Sound Opinions

A Prairie Home 
Companion

Talk of the 
Nation: Science 
Friday

Morning Edition

BirdNote (9:58 PM)
Weekend Edition

As It Happens

StarDate (6:58 PM)
Snap Judgment

Tuned to 
Yesterday

Tuned to 
Yesterday

The Capitol Pressroom

Tuned to Yesterday

BBC World Service

Fresh Air

Q

Sound Beat (9:58 PM)

Ask Me Another / 
TED Radio Hour

Science 
Documentaries



Program Descriptions 
A Prairie Home Companion – Sat. 6-8 pm/Sun. 12-2 pm 

The only live music and variety show aired nationwide today, 
A Prairie Home Companion is now in its 37th season of 
production. A Prairie Home Companion features comedy 
sketches, music, and Garrison Keillor's signature monologue, 
"The News from Lake Wobegon." 

All Things Considered – Weekdays 4-7 pm 

This program wraps up your day with in-depth reporting. All 
Things Considered has transformed the way listeners 
understand current events and view the world. It features 
news mixed with compelling analysis and insight. 

America Abroad – Irregular 

America Abroad is the only hour-long international affairs 
documentary on public radio today. This monthly program 
covers global challenges ranging from the wars in Afghanistan 
and Iraq, to the European debt crisis, to the global fight 
against HIV/AIDS. 

American RadioWorks – Irregular 

American RadioWorks produces hour-long documentaries. 
Since the beginning, ARW has been anchored by some of the 
most experienced and acclaimed journalists in public radio. 
They cover education issues focusing on critical issues in K-12 
and higher education. 

The Animal House – Sat. 5 am 

The Animal House is a weekly discussion that explores the 
latest in animal science, pet behavior, and wildlife 
conservation. The goal of the program is to deepen human 
understanding of animals and explain the powerful bonds 
that link us to the animal world. 

As It Happens – Weekdays 7 pm 

As It Happens is like a trip around the world. This current 
affairs program explores the heart of a story. Interviews are 
secured with world leaders and ‘characters’ of every kind. 

Ask Me Another – Sat. 9 pm, June 23-Sept. 15 

Tune in for a lively hour of puzzles, word games, and trivia 
played in front of (and with) a live audience. Play along, and 
test your knowledge of history, geography, literature, 
grammar, spelling, pop culture and even math. 

Big Picture Science – Sun. 7 pm 

Big Picture Science is a weekly program that examines life and 
technology on this planet and beyond. The show connects 
ideas about the origins, the behavior, and the future of life – 
and technology – on Earth in surprising and playful ways. 

BirdNote – Weekdays 9:58 am 

BirdNote shows are two-minute vignettes that incorporate 
the rich sounds of birds with stories that illustrate the 
interesting—and in some cases, truly amazing—abilities of 
birds. 

Campbell Conversations – Fri. 6:30 pm; Sat. 4 pm 

Every week Grant Reeher, Director of the Campbell Public 
Affairs Institute at Syracuse University, leads a conversation 
with a notable guest. Guests include people from Central 
New York - writers, politicians, activists, public officials, and 
business professionals whose work affects the public life of 
the community - as well as nationally-prominent figures 
visiting the region to talk about their work. 

The Capitol Pressroom – Weekdays 7 pm 

The Capitol Pressroom is a daily, one-hour public radio news 
show hosted by Susan Arbetter. It is broadcast from the heart 
of New York’s political hub: the Legislative Correspondents 
Association Pressroom, on the third floor of the State Capitol. 

Car Talk – Sat. 10 am 

Tom and Ray Magliozzi have been America’s funniest auto 
mechanics. Their mixture of honesty, authenticity, 
knowledge, and humor has won them major awards and the 
loyalty of millions of public radio listeners. 

Day 6 – Sat. 2 pm 

Day 6 is a news magazine show that delivers a surprising take 
on the week. Host Brent Bambury is obsessed with creating 
new content and does so with Day 6- blending journalism, 
current affairs, comedy and opinion together on the radio. 

Destination DIY – Sat. 8 pm, Sept. 1-Oct. 13 

It’s beyond home improvement and crafts. Destination DIY 
explores all kinds of ways people are working with limited 
resources to create rather than consume the world around 
them. 

The Diane Rehm Show – Weekdays 10 am-12 pm 

A news program, the Diane Rehm Show brings in guests that 
include many of the nation’s top newsmakers, journalists and 
authors. Each hour includes dialogue with listeners who call, 
email, tweet or post to Facebook. 

Earth Eats – Sat. 4:30 pm 

The mission of Earth Eats is to help people feel more 
connected with their food. Each week they bring you food 
news, interviews with local farmers and others in the local 
food movement, mixed with recipes  and tips to try at home. 

Fresh Air – Weekdays at Noon 

Fresh Air is a weekday program of contemporary arts and 
issues. Terry Gross, the host, asks probing questions that 
often lead to revelatory interviews. A variety of publications 
count Gross among the country’s leading interviewers. 

Inside Europe – Sun. 6 am 

This award-winning one-hour weekly news magazine explores 
the topical issues that shape the European continent, 
including interviews, background features and cultural 
reports from correspondents throughout the region. 



Regional News 

A news round up during Morning Edition and All Things 
Considered. Our reporters cover upstate New York politics, 
environment, government, education, health and more. 

Marketplace Money – Sat. 6 am 

Their mission is to provide programming that is smart, literate 
and witty to bring public radio’s intelligent and sophisticated 
approach to the subject of business. Marketplace Money 
does this for a broad public radio information audience. 

Morning Edition – Weekdays 5-10 am 

Morning Edition prepares listeners for the day ahead with up-
to-the-minute news, background analysis, commentary, and 
coverage of arts and sports. Morning Edition draws public 
radio’s largest audience. 

The Moth Radio Hour – Sat. 8 pm 

True stories told live. The Moth Radio Hour features our most 
beloved tales and stories behind the stories. 

On The Media – Sat. 3 pm 

On The Media decodes what we hear, read and see in the 
media every day; and arms us with the critical tools necessary 
to survive the information age. The program carefully 
exposes the relationship of the media to culture and society. 

Only A Game – Sat. 7 am 

Hosted by Bill Littlefield, Only A Game is a weekly sports 
magazine that appeals to sports fans and sports avoiders 
alike. It is characterized by Littlefield’s exceptional writing 
and affable personality. 

Planetary Radio – Sun. 9 pm 

Planetary Radio visits with a scientist, engineer, project 
manager, advocate or writer who provides a unique 
perspective on the quest for knowledge about our solar 
system and beyond. 

Prime Time Radio – Sun. 7 am 

A weekly interview program, Prime Time Radio focuses on 
the wide-ranging interests and concerns of Americans 40 and 
older. The broadcast also includes features on films and the 
best from independent producers. 

Q – Weekdays 9 pm 

Q is an energetic daily arts, culture and entertainment 
magazine that takes you on a smart and surprising ride, 
interviewing personalities and tackling the cultural issues that 
matter. Q covers pop culture and high arts alike with forays 
into the most provocative and compelling cultural trends.  

Radiolab – Sun. 3 pm, Apr. 29-July 29 

Radiolab is a show about curiosity- where sound illuminates 
ideas, and the boundaries blur between science, philosophy, 
and human experience. 

 

Says You! – Sat. Noon 

Says You! is a game of words and whimsy, bluff and bluster. 
It’s a hyper-literate, panel, radio quiz show. A regular group 
of panelists compete in word games, brain teasers, trivia and 
parlor games. 

Selected Shorts – Sat. 10 pm 

Recorded live in New York City, Selected Shorts presents 
stories around a theme performed by actors of the stage, 
screen and television. Short stories are brought to live on this 
program hosted by Isaiah Sheffer. 

Snap Judgment – Sun. 6 pm 

It’s storytelling with a beat. Snap Judgment tells intriguing 
stories about extraordinary and defining events in people’s 
lives. The program’s raw, intimate, and musical brand of 
storytelling dares listeners to see a sliver of the world through 
another’s eye. 

Sound Beat – Weekdays 9:58 pm 

Sound Beat is a daily, 90 second show highlighting the 
holdings of the Belfer Audio Archive at Syracuse University. 
It’s not just music. Sound Beat also features speeches and 
spoken word from great thinkers, political figures and 
luminaries from the late 19th and early to mid-20th centuries. 
People like Thomas Edison, Amelia Earhart, Theodore 
Roosevelt, George Bernard Shaw and Albert Einstein. 

Sound Medicine – Sun. 8 pm 

Host Barbara Lewis interviews medical experts on a wide 
range of current issues in medicine, from Alzheimer research 
to the pandemic flu. Joining her are faculty co-hosts from the 
Indiana University School of Medicine. 

Sound Opinions – Sun. 4 pm 

Sound Opinions is the world’s only rock and roll talk show. 
Hosts Jim DeRogatis and Greg Kot cover a wide range of 
music every week: indie rock, classic rock, hip hop, R&B and 
every genre in between. It’s an essential source for the top 
stories, albums and trends in music. 

The Splendid Table – Sun. 2 pm 

The Splendid Table has been at the forefront of food issues 
and policies since its inception. The program explores the 
bonds between people and food while featuring some of the 
most prominent guests in the food industry. It’s a culinary 
conversation each and every week. 

StarDate – Weekdays 6:58 pm 

Each month, StarDate offers a balance of astronomy and 
space-science topics. About half of each month's programs 
are related to sky watching. The rest are related to important 
anniversaries, discoveries and accomplishments in astronomy 
and related topics. It is a short, 2 minute weekday program. 

 

 

 



The State We’re In – Sun. 5 pm 

Life. People. Stories. This weekly program is about how we 
treat each other around the world. The State We’re In 
features first-person stories about life-altering experiences 
that ultimately connect us all. 

Studio 360 – Sun. 11 am 

This is public radio’s smart and surprising guide to what’s 
happening in pop culture and the arts. Each week, Kurt 
Anderson introduces you to the people who are creating and 
shaping our culture. 

Talk of the Nation – Weekdays 2-4 pm 

This call-in show links the headlines with what’s on people’s 
minds. It provides a springboard for listeners and experts to 
exchange ideas and pose critical questions. Experts are 
provided for deep understanding. Talk of the Nation lets 
listeners share their opinions and get their questions 
answered live, every day. 

TED Radio Hour – Sat. 9 pm, Sept. 22-Nov. 24 

Are you a curious and imaginative listener, interested in fresh 
approaches to old problems and new ways to teach and 
learn? Tune in for this collaboration between NPR and TED, 
hosted by Alison Stewart. 

Tell Me More – Weekdays 1 pm 

Bold, honest, engaging, Tell Me More is an interview show 
hosted by Michel Martin. Her show is a safe place for difficult 
conversations. Tell Me More reveals whole stories from 
many, different perspectives. 

This American Life – Sat. 1 pm 

The stories on This American Life are like movies for radio. 
They involve people in dramatic situations with funny 
moments, emotional moments, and moments where the 
people in the story say interesting, surprising things. 

Tuned to Yesterday – 

Weekdays 10 pm-12 am; Weekends 11 pm – 1 am 

Tuned to Yesterday is WRVO’s home for old time radio. It is a 
locally produced program featuring tales from the golden age 
of radio. Mark Lavonier is host, producer, and librarian of our 
old time radio programming. 

Wait, Wait… Don’t Tell Me! – Sat. 11 am 

For a wacky and whip-smart approach to the week’s news 
and newsmakers, join us for Wait, Wait… Don’t Tell Me. It’s 
the oddly informative news quiz from NPR. During each fast-
paced show, host Peter Sagal leads the ‘news Olympics’. 

Weekend Edition – Sat. 8-10 am; Sun. 8-11 am 

Weekend Edition appreciates the extraordinary details that 
make up every story. This newsmagazine covers hard news, a 
wide variety of newsmakers, and cultural stories with care, 
accuracy, and a wink of humor. 

 

 
WRVO-2 : Public Radio Remix 

Public Radio Remix showcases new approaches to public 
radio formats and sounds. It’s like public radio on shuffle. 

Remix is designed for long term or short term listening; no 
story is more than eight minutes long. It presents a remix of 
the best public radio stories, amazing podcasts, cool ideas, 
fascinating interviews, found tape and intriguing sounds. 

The fast-paced storytelling is designed to keep you 
interested. 

The PRX team has collected some of the best audio from 
producers all around the globe. Some programs include: 
Turnstyle, The Memory Palace, How To Do Everything, How 
Sound, Too Much Information, 99% Invisible, UnFictional, 
Pop!Tech, Blank on Blank, Radio Diaries, Encounters: 
Experiences in the North, The Hackney Podcast and TEDTalks 

Tuned to Yesterday is also featured on Remix from 8 to 10 pm 
weeknights and from 9 to 11 pm weekends. 

Public Radio Remix is available on your HD radio, on any 
smart phone or tablet device, and online.  

 
WRVO-3 : International 

Enjoy around the clock coverage of world events on WRVO-
International. The 24/7 feed brings you updates on events in 
your backyard and around the world. 

The International channel features programs primarily from 
the BBC World Service, Deutsche-Welle Radio (DW-Radio), 
Radio Netherlands Worldwide (RNW) and the Canadian 
Broadcasting Corporation (CBC). 

Listen to WRVO International on any smart phone or tablet 
device and online. 
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